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LETTER FROM MICHAEL VORIS
SILENCE STOPS NOW
CHURCH MILITANT UPDATE

BATTLE LINES
ARE VERY CLEAR
As 2018 wraps up and we
look back for a moment —
WOW! It's been a madhouse of a year for us at
Church Militant. The
massive worldwide
fallout from the McCarrick revelations have
made the battle lines very
clear. The Church must be fought
for with every ﬁber of our beings,
and Church Militant is doing that
every day, tooth and nail, and we
would not be able to do it without
you. Your prayers, donations and
Premium subscriptions sustain us
in this intense work — which,
being completely honest, is the
work of the Church.

constantly featured in the
secular media and have
become the touchstone for
Catholics everywhere who
desire an honest,
straight-up presentation of the current crisis
— its causes, its context
and its solution. We could
not have accomplished any of this
without you, so thank you. I wish you
and your families a very happy, holy
and merry Christmas and a blessed
new year — and we’ll see you back on
the battleﬁeld very shortly.

God love you,
Michael Voris

Because of your support, Church
Militant has been catapulted into
worldwide recognition. Three
million people view our content
every month. We have become
the most commented on Catholic website in the world and the
seond-most commented religious site in the world. We are
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The U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) had its
annual meeting in Baltimore
Nov. 12–15. In response,
nearly 1,000 lay faithful from
all over the nation gathered in
Baltimore for the Silence
Stops Now rally. In a spirit of
prayer and ﬁdelity to Holy
Mother Church, Catholic faithful called for an end to the
culture of clerical silence that
has enabled the sexual predation and destruction of lives
for decades.
Church Militant, along with
other faithful Catholic media,
led the charge in this historic
event.
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EXPANSION
As we’re sure you’re
aware, we’re in the middle
of our Expansion Campaign 2018. A few months
ago, we had our eye on a
building a few miles from
our current location (in
fact, we signed a purchase
agreement). It seemed the
perfect solution to accommodate our growth (more
than three times the size
of our current two buildings combined!)
Unfortunately, or perhaps
providentially, the deal fell
through. We even looked
at another property that
came into our sight —

which also came with
inherent problems.
Which brings us to today:
We have decided to add
an extension onto one of
our buildings, with an eye
to the future of constructing a brand-new, from the
ground up, Catholic Media
and Conference Center.
Our goal is to be the
21st-century version of
what Mother Angelica
built with EWTN.
As you can imagine, it will
take substantial time,
vision and ﬁnances to
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reach this goal. These, of course,
are temporal solutions to a spiritual
problem: the crisis in the Church.
We hope the work we do will help
restore, liberate and bring exaltation back to the Holy Roman Catholic Church and assist in the salvation
of souls.
Donations have been very generous
thus far; however, we do have a
long way to go. We need your help.
The ﬁrst phase of our long-term
funding of the Catholic Media and
Conference Center is a $1 million
capital campaign. This will allow us
to build the necessary extension we
need in the interim (because we
simply do not have enough space to
work eﬃciently), hire additional
staﬀ and purchase land. The next
phase would be to ﬁnance the
actual build-out on the property.
We will keep you updated on the
ongoing progress. Please consider
making your most generous
contribution toward this eﬀort (in
addition to what you already
donate to our apostolate).
P.S. If you or someone you know
has information about land for sale
in the metro Detroit area (preferably the Ferndale area), please call
Susan Vance at (248) 545-5716.
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